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Digestive Issues:

A year and a half ago I was
stricken with a digestive disorder that stumped
the medical community. I was extremely
miserable for months until I finally started
improving after a few treatments from Rebecca
and am now feeling much more like myself. I am
truly grateful that Rebecca was guided to create
The Path to Heal and that I am the recipient of this
wonderful energy modality.
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D O G T R A I N I N G T H E E A S Y WAY

Much to my surprise, when we brought our new puppy Mickey home,
our peaceful house became a madhouse. Our first dog, Archie, was
fighting with Mickey, Mickey was eating everything in sight, and Mickey
continually growled at my children each time they came down the
stairs. My dogs were triggering me, my anxiety escalated, and the dogs
became unmanageable. I realized that the problem was not my dogs’, it
was mine. This book decodes what specific dog behaviors mirror in us.
With this understanding, our fears are no longer triggered. When we are
not reactive, we embody leadership and dog training happens naturally.
I am so grateful that Mickey and Archie taught me how to release my
deepest fears and become their leader. By utilizing this book, your dogs
will also teach you the source of your fears and help you heal. As a
bonus, your household will be peaceful and your animals a joy.
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Tension Headaches:

Honestly, I was a bit
skeptical before and during treatment with
Rebecca (especially because I seek scientific
proof for everything), however I had become
desperate for an alternative way to deal with
my chronic tension headaches. Up until The Path
to Heal, I had been plagued with three to five
tension headaches weekly. Since my treatment
(which is now over a month ago) I have noticed
a significant decrease in headaches having had
only three headaches since! I am finally starting
to feel like myself again. Rebecca, thank you
so much for such an enlightening and healing
experience!

Concussion:

After my first concussion I suffered
from Post-concussion syndrome for 6 months.
A year later I got a second concussion and
after one session with Rebecca my symptoms
went away after only a couple days. My sciatic
nerve pain was greatly improved by a couple of
sessions as well. I truly support this natural way of
healing. It does wonders for the body and mind.
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www.thepathtoheal.com

What My Dog is Teaching
Me About Me

Only Love is Real

The Path to Heal is a healing system that removes
blocks to living an inspired happy and healthy life.
Angelic Blessings

I Have No Fear
There is No Pain

... and more coming soon.
To purchase, go to: www.amazon.com

The Path to Heal

was developed by Rebecca Cohen
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To book an in-person or distance
session or to take a course, contact:
info@thepathtoheal.com
www.thepathtoheal.com
610-357-0377
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THE PATH TO HEAL

helps you remove all blocks to joy while taking you on a journey of self-discovery. The blocks are uncovered through muscle testing your energy utilizing

The Path’s protocols. This exploration provides specific insight as to the origin of the blocks to joy. Then crystals, tuning forks and essential oils raise your
vibration to love, releasing the blocks, enabling joy.
In-person sessions, distance sessions, self-help courses, practioner training, guidance cards and books by Rebecca Cohen are all available on www.thepathtoheal.com .
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The Path leads to significant physical healing
because a session utilizes the client’s
physical symptoms to illuminate areas in
which self-love is needed. Once addressed,
the conditions can quickly dissipate.

The Path to Heal can relieve many
conditions, including, but not limited to:
• Addictions

• Fibromyalgia

• Allergies

• Headaches

• Autoimmune
Syndromes

• Insomnia

• Chronic Pain

• Lyme Disease

• Chronic Fatigue
• Digestive Disorders
• Fears and Phobias

• Learning Disabilities

• Weight Issues
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The Path to Heal was channeled into

I remove blocks to doing what I love every day

Rebecca Cohen from the Goddess Isis.

I choose joy

The very first concept that was given to

I am healthy and well provided for when I do

her was to be enthusiastically yourself at all

I connect with others who are choosing joy

times and all good things will come to you.

We have fun

Rebecca followed this guidance, left her

We fall in love

job as a senior vice president in banking,

We find peace

and now is a successful healer, author and

We are bliss

spiritual teacher.

The Path to Heal will remove

the blocks that get in the way of you
choosing to do the things that fill
you with joy. With this shift,
doors will open and you
will discover your
vocation and
how it can
abundantly
provide for
you every
day.

• Stress
• Viruses and Infections
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